It is hereby recognized that these competition rules and
established classes have been

*
*
*
Roger Bligan, Chairman, Tracking Committee
International Federation of Leather Guilds, Inc.

International Federation of Leather Guilds, Inc.
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A-1: Pictures, uncolored 2, flat, under100 square inches 3.
Absolutely NO color. Not even the size of a pin-head.
A-2: Pictures, uncolored 2, flat, over 100 square inches 3.
Absolutely NO color. Not even the size of a pin-head.
A-3: Pictures, colored, flat, under 100 square inches 3.
A-4: Pictures, colored, flat, over 100 square inches3.
A-5: Pictures, embossed 4, under 100 square inches 3.
A-6: Pictures, embossed 4, over 100 square inches 3.
A-7: Pictures, 3-dimensional 5, under 100 square inches3.
A-8: Pictures, 3-dimensional 5, over 100 square inches .3
A-9: Pictures, leather - framed 17 leather pictures any size, any technique, with
or without color. Both picture and frame will be judged.
17

.

B-5: Purses, carved. (Handbags, shoulder bags, fanny packs, sporrans, etc.).
B-6: Purses, stamped 6 . (Handbags, shoulder bags, fanny packs, sporran s,etc.)
7

17

C-1: Billfolds or wallets, carved. (Includes checkbooks, pocket secretaries, etc.).
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D-3:

Belts 9,

t he

6

or belt strip may be decorated with braided or laced applique NOT to exceed

10

of the exterior surface of the piece.
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H-1: Pictures, uncolored2 , flat, under100 square inches 3
Absolutely NO color. Not even the size of a pin-head
H-2: Pictures, uncolored 2, flat, over 100 square inches3 .
Absolutely NO color. Not even the size of a pin-head
H-3: Pictures, colored, flat, under 100 square inches 3.
H-4: Pictures, colored, flat, over 100 square inches 3.
H-5: Pictures, embossed 4, any size.
H-6: Pictures, 3-dimensional 5, any size.

17

I-4: Purses, other 7. (Handbags, shoulder bags, fanny packs, sporrans,etc.).
8

17

J-2: Billfolds or wallets, other 7. (Includes checkbooks, pocket secretaries, etc.).
J-4: Clutch purses, carved or stamped 6.
J-5: Clutch purses, other 7.
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K-1: Belts 9, carved.
K-2: Belts 9, stamped 6.

10

L-1: Saddles, carved or stamped, minimum 12 inch tree13 .
item used to out-fit or control a horse).
of the exterior surface of the piece.

over any other medium except leather.)
11

not qualify in any other class.
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Q-1: Pictures, uncolored , flat, any size.
Absolutely NO color. Not even the size of a pin-head.
Q-2: Pictures, colored, flat, any size.
Q-3: Pictures, embossed 4, any size.
Q-4: Pictures, 3-dimensional 5, any size.
17

color. Both picture and frame will be judged.

17

snuff can carriers, etc.)
R-3: Purses, All.
8

17

6

S-3: Clutch purses, carved, stamped , or other .
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T-1: Belts 9, carved, stamped 6, braided or laced applique NOT to exceed 50% of surface,
or other 7.
Hats, gloves, armor, footwear, & sleeve cuffs.

10

17

U-1: Saddles, carved or stamped, minimum 12 inch tree 13.
& any similar item used to out-fit or control a horse).
of the exterior surface of the piece.

17

over any other medium except leather.)
W-2: House items11. (Anything that can be used in the home, office, etc., but which will
not qualify in any other class.
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GM-U-1: Saddles, carved or stamped, minimum 12 inch tree 13.
& any similar item used to out-fit or control a horse).
of the exterior surface of the piece.

17

over any other medium except leather.)
11

not qualify in any other class.
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Z-1: Juniors, (anyone 18 years or younger).
Z-2: Seniors, (anyone 65 years or older)
Z-3: Beginners, (anyone with less than two (2) years experience in Leathercraft).
Z-4: Handicapped, (anyone having visual or motor skill difficulties).
12 & 14

TM

Lacing (single technique) for an edged effect or used to a-join general leather parts WILL NOT be judge as Braiding.

In the event of any mis-understanding, dispute, or interpretation of any C ompetition Rule at a time before, during, or

